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2RTD programme
3New Space GS
Design goals
• High pointing accuracy (Ka-band) 
• Support LEO and decaying orbits
• High reliability
• All weather operation
• Remote control
• Interoperability
• Easy to add to existing networks
• Easy & fast installation / mobile
• Low procurement & life-cycle cost 
Design desicions
• Low component count
• Use of COTS parts to the max
• Modular design
• Full range 3-axis system
• Eliminate complex servo 
systems
• Eliminate Bias drives
• Lean & lightweight system
• Radome protected
4Concept
• Compact
• Easy to install
• Self contained package (Shipping 
container can be part of the base 
structure)
• Supporting containers can host 
support equipment
• No need for heavy lifting machinery
• < 1 day installation / uninstallation
5• Highly accurate positioner
• Full hemispherical coverage
• No keyholes
• Single motor per axis
• Zero backlash gear drives
• Integrated servos loops
• High gear reduction
• Highly integrated COTS parts to minimize 
maintenance costs
Highly accurate positioner
6Highly accurate positioner
7Low loss radome
• Inovative dual, thin membrane technology
• < 0,2 dB loss (up to 40 GHz)
• No frequency tuning needed
• Can withstand winds up to 250 km/h
• Better thermal insulation properties than 
existing technologies
8Easy  to integrate into GS networks
• Network interoperability with published API 
• Embedded WEB based S & C
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STREAM
Innovations
• New thin membrane radome
• New never before used geometry 
• New cascaded axis gear reduction system 
• Very highly integrated design using COTS components 
• Ka-Band precision, large aperture, Carbon fibre reflector 
• Production techniques allowing precision, interchangeable 
components. 
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Dish diameter:
Radome loss:
Pointing accuracy:
Max. wind:
Power (antenna):
Max. axial tr. speed:
Max axial acc.:
3.7 – 10 m
< 0.2 dB (@ 1.4 – 40 GHz)
< 0.01 degree
250 km/h (operational)
< 1kW
3.6 deg/s 
3 deg/s2
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Conclusion
